McGarty to Direct Campus Commission

Junior McGarty, '29, will direct the commission for the coming year, according to an announcement of the student council today.

Other members of the commission to be named today are: Belgium, '30, chairman; Mary K. Sturrock, '30, secretary; and Frank R. Van Horn, '29, and A. B. Boudreaux, assistant secretary.

Places of Regular Instructors

TEN STATE TEACHERS

Problem confronting the student association today is the major problem confronting the student association today, and the budget. McGarty stated that the student association should come first. The forensic training program is a vital need if essential financial program can wait.

The student association should come first. The forensic training program is a vital need if essential financial program can wait.

BYRAMORE DIVORCE CANCELS APPEARANCE

Winfield S. Prichard, assistant professor of English, who has been scheduled for a May 1 appearance, will not appear, according to him.

Bates, who was scheduled to give a talk on "The Australian Writer" at 8:30 p.m. at 1107 Huntington Hall, was one of the speakers.

DATES ANNOUNCED FOR PEDAGOGICAL PICTURES

Because of the Pedagogical will be taken next week, in October. Josephine Ives, '29, editor of the Pedagogical, announced that the pictures will be taken next week. The pictures have yet to be taken this year. All students are asked to keep an eye on the Pedagogical for notification.

Group pictures will also be taken during these two weeks. Class pictures will also be taken every Friday during this period. Miss Brown said.

MAY SUSPEND ALL STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Immediate Adoption Of Budget Vital Need If Essential Activities Continue

Crisis Is Faced Today

Debate On Lion Appropriation Caused Delay Of Entire Financial Program

All undergraduate activities supported by the student association face total suspension, unless the student budget is adopted today.

McGarty's statement made to the NEWS by Professor C. A. Hales, president of the Pedagogical and the Lion, was adopted by the student association last Friday, and which was discussed at meetings Tuesday and Wednesday, will be open for further study today at the student joint assembly for all classes at 10:15 a.m.

If Charles Woollard, '29, can be pre­

In order to put the motion of Warren Cohran, '29, the floor, the association may consider any further business, according to Evelyn Freeman, '29, president of the student association.

Cohran's motion was to reduce the State Lion from $800 to $100 and terminate the activities of the student association for $500. Activities will have to be suspended if funds are not forth­

The budget, which was submitted to the association last Friday, and which was discussed at meetings Tuesday and Wednesday, will be open for further study today at the student joint assembly for all classes at 10:15 a.m.

The athletic contingency fund is the student association's primary source of revenue. It was voted to increase this fund from $300 to $500 at Monday's meeting. This followed a vote last Friday to strike the item from the budget entirely.

A student moved to have the Lion's appropriation reduced to $200, as a result of a vote to increase the budget. While the Xerox advocates a lower budget, it is consistent with student opinion, the Xerox has little sympathy with this consideration, which is being attempted to put a spoke in the budget.

The activities here have expanded to such an extent that organization may need more money. The question then resolves itself to this: does the student association want the old tax, with the old schedule of activities, or does it want the increased tax with the increased "trimming," on the program? This is for the association to decide. And this is the question it should consider first, then allow the student association to have its activities resumed.

The debate on the Lion delayed a vote to authorize the placement of the Lion under the budget. But since it has been placed there, and the Lion has been established, it is decided that the question should be put to the student association.

The debate on the Lion delayed a vote to authorize the placement of the Lion under the budget. But since it has been placed there, and the Lion has been established, it is decided that the question should be put to the student association. The debate on the Lion decided a definite vote on the other items and upon the budget as a whole.

TEN STATE TEACHERS

Bates, who was scheduled to give a talk on "The Australian Writer" at 8:30 p.m. at 1107 Huntington Hall, was one of the speakers.
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GET WISE POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS

The News believes that any activity that is likely to bring the college or its student body into ill repute should be abolished.

It was with this in mind that the News last week set out to campaign for the abolition of the annual buming fras, commonly known as the "get wise" party. The News believes that the time has long gone when the tradition of burning fras would have any worth and that the money it is raised is better spent on other projects.

In writing against the traditional party in general, the News unhesitatingly steps on the toes of the sophomore class. This is not to say that the News believes that the traditional party as such is not a bad thing. On the contrary, it believes that it is a bad thing because it is an activity that is likely to bring the college or its student body into ill repute.

The News believes that the time has long gone when the tradition of burning fras would have any worth and that the money it is raised is better spent on other projects.

Slate College owes a great deal of credit to the Unsociable Club for the way in which they have handled some of the problems of the college. They have shown that they are willing to take an unpopular stand in order to bring about a change for the better.

The News believes that these are the kind of things that should be done in the college. It believes that the college needs more people like the Unsociable Club, people who are willing to take an unpopular stand in order to bring about a change for the better.

[Another column of text]
SHINGLINGHAM, SKEWL Run For
President  • • • • Three Years Ago

(This special department aims to present
such men as are worthy in the eyes of the
men of the class of 1926.)

From the News for October 2, 1925

"The class of '26 met in the auditorium
shortly after History 2 lecture period
Monday, and, under the direction of
Mr. W. N. McLean, inaugurated the followling
for officers of the class.

President: Thomas P. Haggart
Vice-President: David Smith
Secretary: Walter Beekly
Treasurer: Robert H. Cardwell

Elections will take place on October
25th.

The following were elected to the board
of the club:

The following members of the faculty
who have been invited to attend are:

Professor John A. Mahar, and Amelie Semonin
of the French department; and Miss
Frances E. Frossard, instructor in English.

Refreshments will be served by a
committee of which Amelie F. Moore
is chairman.

NEWS CLUB TO MEET

A special meeting of the News club
has been called for 11:15 Wednesday
in room 110 to discuss plans
for the next social meeting of the club
and to arrange for the club picture in
the Polyanthos, Margaret J. Steele, 39S
president, announced today.

BRUBACHER APPROVES
FIRST ISSUE OF LION

The new literary organization, LION,
was inaugurated at the close of last
term. The adviser of the new publication
is Professor Charles Brubacher, who is
also a member of the executive faculty
of the college. The purpose of LION
is to provide a medium for students
to express their thoughts in verse and
prose. The first issue of the magazine
will be published next week.

LUCILLE BEAUTY SALON

206 QUAIL ST. (Rice Building)

PERMANENT WAVS

- 27c

- 350 & up

THE UP-TO-DATE TAILORS
48 North Swan Street

Men’s suits and top coats cleaned and pressed $1.00

- 1.50 & up

Evacuated and pressed

Ladies exactly cleaned and pressed

$1.00 & up

Smart Coats - Hats - Dresses
For Girls and Misses

Gym Togs - Hosey

Steelel Brothers, Inc.

Committee announces
CAMPUS DAY PROGRAM

(Continued from Page 5, Column 4)

The program for the campus day consists of athletic events under the
direction of the College athletic association. The afternoon
will be in charge of the refreshments and games.

The evening program will be attended by a court consisting of the
class attaineis and pages.

Each class will play its own game, take part in the fashion show, and
be attended by a court consisting of the class attendants and pages.

The judges for the class attaineis are: Junior, Mildred Konheim; sophomore,
William Snider; and freshman, Theresa Therpin.

Fifty girls are to be sponsored in the costume of the year.


deadline is Tuesday before publication.

Notices to be printed to

Editor, Dial
Student Control Of Activities Impresses Educators; Extra-Curricular Freedom Interests Dr. Hamilton

Student democracy at State College this week was a remarkable success stemming from two faculty members of the New York City system of teacher training institutions.

Dr. Francis M. Hamilton, head of the department of psychology and education, and Martin Rodgers, of the health education and physical training department of the Jamaica Training school, visited college this week.

They are particularly interested in the amount of extracurricular freedom here, Dr. Hamilton said.

"It is remarkable how students rise to the responsibilities and are able to carry on their activities without immediate faculty control or supervision," Dr. Hamilton told the News reporter.

"We are much interested in student enterprises. Yours seems to be a marked degree," he said.

Students here have about the same powers, scientific and scholarly, ascribed to their groups. Mr. Rodgers found.

At the same time, he said, he and Dr. Hamilton remarked on the opportunity of business, noting that they were not stymied down with rules.

Mr. Rodgers commented on the attitude of staff being, declaring that simple arrangements had an immediate impact from President A. Babbitt and other administrative assistants.

Dr. Hamilton's remarks were on the attitude of students who are enrolled in the college.

The two New York instructors planned to spend the week in the study of their own schools.

FRESHMEN TO ELECT OFFICERS MONDAY

The freshmen will meet then at 11:45 a.m. after the roll is called to elect their officers for the coming year.

A committee will be filled from a large body of candidates. Each class will be able to vote, said Dr. Hamilton.

CONDUCTS RECEPTION

In the afternoon, Mr. Rodgers will be conducted a reception at the residence in St. Andrew's Church, from 3 to 5 o'clock.

College Candy Shop
209 Central Avenue (near Robin)
Salads - Pastry and Toasted Sandwiches
Every sandwich made up fresh to individual order

Opticians

Boulard, Elwood

Boulard Optical Co., Inc.
214 Third Street, Albany, N.Y.

"We Understand Eyes"
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LELAND

R.K.O.

CLINTON SQUARE

WOOD BLOCK PRINTING

B.U.C.H.E.I.M.S.

COUNTRY CLEANERS AND DYERS

PRINTING OF ALL KINDS

MILLS ART PRESS

94th Broadway

142 Maiden Lane

Albany, N.Y.
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